Abstract-The proposed scheme combines the advantages of cryptographic concept and imperceptibility feature of digital image watermarking in spatial domain. The watermark is first generated based on one-way hash function with the help of user key. Each bit of this new generated watermark is then embedded into respective blocks of the original image, in raster scan order. The embedding is performed by modifying the average value of pixel intensity of each block within a range specified by the contrast value for a given block. This reduces the effects of the modification as perceived by the human eye. The extraction procedure computes and compares the sum of the pixels values for the blocks of the original and watermarked image. The results demonstrates the robustness of scheme against common image processing operations like cropping, modification, low pass filter, median pass filter, scaled down and lossy JPEG compression with various quality index factor. Results also illustrate that the watermark is secure, recoverable and recognizable even after the watermarked image has been tampered, forged and modified by common image processing operations. The comparative study of proposed scheme with existing scheme has also been performed to observe the strength of the scheme. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Many commercial vendors and developers use the Internet to deliver media, and transact business. During transmission of digital data, services such as video on demand, electronic data exchange and online shopping, etc. introduce two problems. One is that these services are vulnerable to easy access [1] by illegal users i.e. insecurity of data contents. The other problem is that these services are easy to copy and redistribute. Therefore these services are liable to unauthorized access [2] and use [3] . To provide content authentication and copy protection of digital data, two complementary techniques are being developed: encryption and watermark. Encryption techniques are used to protect digital data during the transmission from sender to receiver [1]. Since digital images can be easily reproduced, cryptosystems do not completely solve this problem. A second security measures that can compliment encryption by embedding a secret imperceptible signal, a watermark, directly into the original data in such a way that it always remain present even during use [4] . Watermarking cannot by itself prevent copying, modification and redistribution of digital media [5] .
Various methods in literature [5, 6] which combine watermarking technique with cryptography tools [7] have been proposed to cure these problems. The scheme in [5] has two phases. In first phase, the position of the image using hash function is calculated and then bit of watermark is inserted in the calculated position. The second phase is deriving watermarking phase. The position of an image is calculated in the same way as used in the embedding watermark phase (first phase) and the bit in the position of the image is retrieved. But the scheme has few problems like collision, which may cause lost of some bits of watermark. The other problem is that the position may be chosen in the Most Significant Bit (MSB) of a pixel, which could make the embedded watermark image significantly cloudy, referred as resolution problem.
Another method [6] describes the embedding of watermark in original image by the modification of Least Significant Bit (LSB) with the use of hash function. The secret key and public key are utilized for the content authentication. The scheme is cryptographically secure and provides detection of the location of modification. However, watermarking techniques cryptographic tools have few limitations. The use of LSB to insert watermark is not capable of with standing normal image processing operations like scaling, rotation, modification. The removal and distortion of LSB is easy. A three dimensional representation of LSB is required to represent the LSBs of block, but this increases the required computation. These schemes are useful for content authentication only. Therefore, a scheme is required to fulfill the existing gap in the use of watermarking and cryptographic techniques together.
The proposed scheme combines the advantages of security feature of cryptography, and imperceptibility feature of digital image watermarking. The scheme is concerned with copyright protection, content authentication, security and robustness. The content authentication and copyright protection with robustness of digital still images are achieved by using the features of watermarking in spatial domain where as the security of the scheme is addressed through cryptographic one-way hash function. The paper is organized in six sections. Review of literature and issues of watermarking in spatial domain are discussed in section 2. Section 3 elaborates the watermark embedding and extraction 
II. BACKGROUND
Information security aspects come into play when it is necessary or desirable to protect the information during transmission from an opponent who poses a threat to its confidentiality and authenticity [8] . Information security thus includes cryptography, traffic security, and importance of privacy and protection of intellectual property rights. The essence of these lies in hiding information [9] . Digital watermarking is a form of information hiding occurs when some unique information (e.g., trademark, symbol) is imprinted inside of another object.
Digital Watermarking (DWM) is the process of embedding information into digital multimedia contents such that the embedded information (watermark) can be extracted later [9] . The complete digital watermarking system model is described using three basic functional components.
A. Watermark Generation
The generating function fg of watermark data, W, is to be added to the original data, Io depending on watermark data, W and key, k. The key may be used as secret or public type. Therefore watermark generation function can be used to protect the watermark and make it secure for the purpose of authentication. This operation can be represented as: Wg = fg (W , k, Io); Where Wg -generated watermark, fg -generating function, W-watermark data, k -key, Io -Original Image (optional).
B. Watermark Embedding
The insertion function fi embed the generated watermark data, Wg into original data, Io and forms the watermarked data, Xw. The insertion function can modify the original data according to watermark data Wg and key k. The insertion is performed in such a way that modification is perceptually similar to the original data. This allows insertion of controlled amount of "distortion" in the original data that can be represented as, Iw = fi (Io, Wg, k); Where Iwwatermarked image, fi -Insertion function, Io -Original Image, Wg -generated Watermark, k -key (optional).
C. Watermark Extraction
The extraction function, fe extracts the watermark data from received watermarked data I'w with the use of corresponding key, k, and original data, Io. This operation can be represented as, We = fe (Io, I'w, k); Where WeExtracted watermark; fe -Extraction function; Io -Original Image; I'w -received watermarked image k -key.
At the receiver side the received watermarked data, I'w, is to be checked for the existence of watermark data Wg. The received watermarked data, I'w may be the indistinct form of watermarked data Iw. In this regard image quality distortion is measured using Normalized Cross Correlation.
In addition to watermark system model, watermarking system must have a number of requirements, some of the most important of these requirements are: watermark robustness, level of perceptibility and payload capacity. These three requirements of watermark are in conflict to a certain degree. Increasing the payload of a watermark for instance is likely to reduce that watermark robustness or increase the level of perceptibility of that watermark.
Watermark based on imperceptible can be visible or invisible in digital media. A visible watermark is embedded in visual contents of digital media in such a way that they are visible along with the content in viewed [10] while an invisible watermark is designed to be transparent to the observer and detected using signal processing techniques [11] .
Depending on robustness, the invisible watermark can be classified into two main categories. A robust watermark is designed to resist attacks that do not seriously affect the quality and value of the image [12] . The second category does not tolerate any tampering that modifies the complete integrity of the image, is named fragile invisible watermark [13] .
The watermarking can also be classified on the basis of embedding of watermark in original data. The embedding can be done in different processing domains. One approach is to transform the original image into a transform domain representation and embed the watermark data therein. Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Discrete Hartley transform (DHT), Discrete Wavelet Transform, etc. have been used as the methods of data transform. In these methods, the watermark is distributed in overall transform domain of the original data. Once the watermark is embedded, it is difficult to destroy. This renders the watermark robust. The second approach is to directly embed in the spatial domain data i.e. pixel intensity values of the original data. A watermarking method based on the spatial domain, scatters information to be embedded to make the information imperceptible.
D. Watermarking System in Spatial Domain
In spatial domain, the watermark is inserted directly by modifying the pixels intensity values. It is most appropriate for fragile watermarking techniques [14] where the watermark is not robust to image processing operations. Spatial domain watermarking methods have larger capacity i.e. more data can be embedded [15] . Since every pixel of watermark in watermarked image has specific location, therefore it is finest for content authentication.
A watermarking technique in spatial domain must fulfill the following properties.
i. The watermarking system should be able to detect any changes made in a marked image after marking. ii. Watermarking should not alter the quality of the image in a large extent. iii. The detector should be able to locate the alteration made to an image. iv. The watermark should be detectable through the correct key, otherwise it should be noise like. v. The marking key should be difficult to be extracted from the marked image without the correct key. Despite the several advantages of watermarking techniques in spatial domain [15, 16] , it has limitation of robustness. The watermarking in spatial domain is less resilient to common image processing operations. Therefore make a watermark more secure and resistant to common image processing operations a scheme is required to address the above said issues.
III. PROPOSED WATERMARKING SCHEME
Watermark generation is an extension of [6] with the consideration of secret key only. The necessary steps required for this process are described below and depicted in flow representation diagram in fig. 3 .1.
Step1: Original Image of size (i×j), Ii×j and watermark image of size (m×n), Iwm×n is taken. The original image is gray scale image. A gray scale, binary, compressed image may be chosen for watermark image.
Step2: Watermark image, Iw is divided into blocks, bwr(k×l) of size (k×l), where r denote the rth block of image.
Step3: The original image, Io is divided into independent non-overlapping blocks into following two levels.
• Step5: The new block for watermark generation is computing by XORing (pixel by pixel exclusive OR operation) of hash (h1p, h2p ,…, hnp,) with block (bw1, bw2,…,bwr,) as bgr(k×l) = bwr⊕ hr;
Step6: Repeat step 5 for all blocks and concatenate it, which forms a new generated watermark image Igm×n of size (m×n)
A. Watermark Embedding
Once the binary watermark is generated, it is inserted into the original image. The pixels are inserted individually into blocks of pixels of the original image, and the insertion is made in a pseudo-random fashion. Each bit of the watermark is embedded into the high level partitioned blocks of the original image in raster scan order. The algorithm takes into account the contrast of each individual n×n block when embedding each bit in order to reduce the effects of the modifications as perceived by the human eye.
To embed the new generated watermark image I g into original image I o , the local statistics, mean and maximum of the intensities of the pixels in each block b h is computed. The contrast value of each block is taken into consideration so that the perceptual quality of the image shall not very much affect. This contrast value of block is computed as C b =max (C min, α(g max -g min )) where α is constant and C min is minimal value a pixel's intensity can be modified. Thus, the pixels are modified in a manner that is adaptive to the contrast value of the respective block of pixels.
A single bit of new watermark is embedded into a block, b h of the original image, in raster scan order. If a bit '1' is embedded into a block, the average intensity value of this block will be grater then its average value of intensity in same block of original image. While the average intensity value of the block will be lower then its value in same block of original image, if a bit '0' is embedded. This will produce an invisible watermarked image I r of size (i*j). The modified pixel using the offset will have a small random noise component, however with a nonzero overall mean value. The random nature of this tuning helps to prevent a visible blocking effect. This also contributes to the robustness of the algorithm to the image filtering processes.
B. Watermark Extraction
The extraction of watermark as shown in fig. 3 .2 is very simple process and requires the original image, user key and image index. The sum of intensity values of block of original and watermarked image shall be computed. A decoded bit will be '1' If the sum of the intensity values for the block of the watermarked image is greater then the sum of intensity values for the block of the original image, otherwise the decoded bit will be '0'. The decoded bits are then XORed with hash key. The concatenation of these bits produces extracted watermark of size i*j pixels. The extraction of watermark and respective correlation values are computed to test the robustness and effectiveness of algorithm.
A. Testing The Security Of Watermark
The first Case is use to demonstrate the localization, adaptive ness and tamper detection ability of algorithm with the use of secret key only.
The original image of Lena is of size 512×512 with 256 gray levels and binary watermark image of size 128×128 as shown in fig. 4.1(a) and fig. 4.1(b) respectively are taken. The user key and image index taken for input are also shown in fig.  4.1(c) and fig. 4.1(d) respectively. The watermarked image of size 512×512 is shown in fig. 4.2(a) . The result indicates that watermark is invisible in watermarked image. The use of correct user key for extraction procedure produces extracted watermark image as shown in fig. 4.2(b) . While random noise shown in fig. 4 .2(c) produces as wrong user key is applied for extraction of watermark. Fig. 4.2(b) and fig. 4.2(c) demonstrate the security of watermark based on hash function and also prove the authentication of image. The NCC value between original and watermarked image is 0.9915 while the NCC value between the extracted and original watermark image is 1.000 obtained.
B. Testing The Robustness Of Watermark (Case-I)
Modification: If the authentic image is tampered by altering certain pixels (modification of the pixel intensity values at specific location) in the watermarked image then the changed areas of the image resembles random noise in corresponding area of extracted watermark. The modification in watermarked image and corresponding extracted watermark are shown in fig. 4.3(a) and fig. 4.3(b) respectively. The computed NCC value between original and modified extracted watermark is 0.9418. Therefore the localization problem is very well addressed in this scheme.
Cropping: Fig. 4 . fig. 4 .3(h), which indicates noise effect in image. The NCC values between watermark image and extracted watermark is 0.5559. Result shows that scheme resist with median pass filter, where as median filtered image is more blurred than the low pass filtered image.
Scaling Operation: To apply re-sampling operation, the watermarked image is scaled down to one quarter of its original size by using a 2×2 sub sampling operation. The rescaled image is shown in fig. 4.3(i) , while the extraction of watermark is shown in fig. 4.4(j) . The effect of this operation is more serious as compared to low and median pass filters. The NCC value between extracted watermark and original watermark is 0.4778.
Lossy Compression: To demonstrate the robustness of the scheme, the JPEG compression operation has been performed with the use of various quality factors. The index ranges from 0 to 100 is taken where 0 is best compression and 100 is best quality. The compression ratio for any image is inversely proportional to image quality, i.e. low compression ratio will produce high quality of image, while high compression ratio shall degrade the quality of an image.
The extracted watermark of compressed watermarked image with quality index factor of 90, 80, and 70 are shown in fig. 4 
VI. CONCLUSION
The proposed scheme indicates that one who has correct user key can only verify the ownership, while image cannot be tampered with the use of wrong key. The results demonstrated that any modification to watermarked image would be reflected as corresponding error in the extracted watermark. The experimental results demonstrate that the scheme is robust to lossy JPEG compression, low pass filter, scaled down, cropping and rotation, while best results are found in modification, cropping, and median pass filter in respective order. The performance analysis and the strength of the scheme have been compared with a few existing schemes.
It is observed that the watermark is secure, recoverable and recognizable even after the watermarked image has been tampered, forged or modified by image processing operations. The technique is suitable candidate for embedding a secure and robust watermark in an image.
The information rate and the payload capacity of watermarking system are decreases due to the use of cryptography concept. Such limitations needed to be addressed in future work. 
